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Journal Box Submission Deadlines

Looking for the latest Region activities? Check us out on
website at www.sunshineregion.org. You can also get
there via links from the NMRA website at
www.nmra.org. Thanks to Robert Feuerstein , our Webmaster, for keeping the site up to date. You can also try
sunshineregion groups.io Group and join the egroup for
latest information. Richard Webster is owner and moderator of this site.
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President’s Message
Jeff Guzowski

Treasurer
Ken Farnham
It’s mid-February as I write this
and the news is that we are opening up
the Covid restrictions around the first of
March. Hopefully we can all get back to
doing what we like best, and that’s model
railroading.
Last year, Robert Raymond (our
Editor) and I were discussing how we
thought the JBox needed a change. We
decided to move the President’s, Division,
and Committee Reports along with the
Region News to the Telegraph Key. The
Telegraph Key goes out to all our members
and we felt the membership would be better served with monthly reports to keep our
membership better informed.
Now that we have gone to a modeling format, the JBox is in need of modeling articles. I know we have some very
talented modelers, MMR’s too, in our region, so how about writing an article how
you built a special load, detailed a car, or a
successful scenery or lighting technique
that worked. Have any of you worked
with the Darwin Fiberoptics? You get my
drift? We would love to help you with an
article if needed. You can contact Ken
Farnham (MMR)
(HobbyGauge@Bellsouth.net) or myself
(954) 401-0804 –
Jguzowski@Bellsouth.net
Hope you enjoy Robert Raymond’s Sunshine Region 2022 Spring
Journal Box.
That’s all for now.

On January 9, 2022, the board
met on Sunday after Proto-rails event at
Cocoa Beach. During the meeting, the
board approved the 2022 budget for
$10340.00. The 2021 convention showed
an income of $4256.76 after all expenses.
With a year end gain for the Region in the
amount $6523.95.
The 2022 convention venue was
presented to the board and approved to be
held at the college in Plant City. This venue has provided a stable location and had
good attendance. The train show will again
be part of the convention on Saturday and
will be open to the public.
With the NMRA Sunshine Region listed as 501c3 some savings were
realized over the past year. By having the
sales tax exemptions that cost was turned
into gains for the region. As a not-for profit corporation your donations of model
railroad related items to the region can be
sold to sustain the region costs.
The president presented Robert
Raymond to the board to assume the position of Secretary and was approved by the
board to fill the Secretary’s remaining term
until the next election. Due to a snafu in
the minutes of the previous board meeting
the appointment of Paul Backstrom was
confirmed as Director at Large also at the
January board meeting. The vacant position of Board Member at Large was appointed by the President for Ken Hoot
which the board approved. All appointed
positions will complete the positions vacated until the 2022 elections.

The By-Laws were amended to
allow for electronic election for the 2022
election of officers in the Sunshine Region.
By using your e-mail address, the electronic election process will be conducted. For
members who do not have an e-mail address a mail out ballot will be mailed to
your physical address. The e-mail address
you have listed with the NMRA is used, so
make sure your current address is listed
with National.

Secretary
Robert Raymond

Recently I was approached by the
Sunshine region board to fill in the role of
secretary. While I’ll accept this post until
elections roll around, I’m hoping someone
will step in. for the next elections. Whether
it’s simply to get credit towards your
MMR or you wish to give something back
to this organization and hobby, you should
consider running.
Please consider throwing your hat
in the ring for this (or any of the other)
post. It’s the only way we can keep the
organization going forward.

Cover Shot: A heavy freight blows out
of a bore hole in terrain so mountainous
it needs two railroads (the L&N and the
Southern) to cross it via shared trackage
rights. Greg Komar captured this moment on John Wilkes’ fully operational
Virginia SouthWestern. I’d say more
about this location but being a dispatcher
on this line, I only see the railroad from
the train sheets. Alas.
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The wife has numerous hobbies –
she’s played with glassmaking and gardening, even kickboxing. But when she does,
Beverly Farnham,
she throws herself into them, body and
Superintendent
soul. Sometimes they stick, sometimes
they don’t. But the all-or-nothing approach
is probably her weakness.
I’ve been in model railroading for
I hope this finds everyone doing
over fifty-five years. Right now I’m a
well and keeping busy with your layouts,
working member of the NMRA (you’re
clubs and projects.
holding an example of my efforts in your
Journal Box
Third time’s the charm! (I hope)
hands). I also am an officer of a local train
Eastern Division Workshop has
club, heavily involved in maintenance,
Editor
operations, scenery, everything. And I’ve
been reset for June 11, 2022. It is still beRobert Raymond
got two home layouts that occupy my time.
ing held at the Family Christian Academy
And that’s why model railroading is such a
church/school, in Orlando, with Rich Mafantastic hobby; there is always something
haney, from Gobles, MI, as our guest Clito do. I can work on car weighting. I can
nician. Orlando N-Trak Club will be holdwatch a how-to video. I can operate on any
ing an open house after the Workshop.
We were having dinner with anof the wonderful layouts in the Central
The admission cost will be $15.00, which other couple the other night. The counterFlorida area (or host my own session). I
will include lunch. It will be from 9ampart wife was directly across from me,
can build a structure. I can model cow
4pm. Masks will be required. You can get talking about her plans for an eventual
pies. I can research some lost bit of inforall of the information and sign-up form on retirement. Chief on her mind was “how
mation from the 1950s. I can plan my next
the Sunshine Region website or contact me do I fill the time?”
layout. There is no end to the hobby’s asYou always hear about that – peo- pects.
for all of the information.
Just heard that Scale Rails is do- ple who retire and drop dead six months
This is why this is truly “the
after leaving. Stress. Loneliness. Aimless- world’s greatest hobby.” It’s alling a 50-state Road Trip and are visiting
encompassing and all-consuming. Get inFlorida now. You can see them at the fol- ness. After leaving a structured worklife,
they don’t know how to occupy themvolved. Learn something new. Build. Run.
lowing locations:
selves.
Do.
Time is precious. Use it wisely.
• March 7th, at Treasure
Coast Model Railroad Club, 273
SW Becker Rd, Port St Lucie at
7pm
• March 9th, at Orlando Society of Model Railroaders, 7208
Aloma Ave, Orlando at 7pm.

Eastern Division

It’s a busy night at the Orlando-NTrak club. Dispatcher Cody Case has his hands full at RedRock with a westbound freight thundering downhill on the main (the rear track). Meanwhile, tucking in tight on the siding, an eastbound freight lights up the inside of the
caboose of 414, a coal drag enroute to Calypso Yard (and eventually the under-construction Bethlehem Steel Mill). Ops are held on
the fourth Wednesday of the month—stop by and run!
Photo Credit: John DeVasto
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AP—Prototype Modeler

Contributor
Michael Collins,
MMR 157
AP – Category 4a
Prototype Modeler

Introduction

Two of the most technical certificates are Civil Engineering
(rails must properly align within a small tolerance and Prototype Modeler (exact model resemblance to a prototype
scene).

As with all certificates, check the NMRA website
nmra.org; and select the Achievement Program from the Education menu on the dashboard. From there, click on Categories,
then Master Builder – PM, copy the requirements. Also, be sure
to print the PM Statement of Qualifications (SOQ) and the APMB-PM Evaluation Form.
Checkout the Master Series, a great resource of information, tips and encouragement by those who have gone through
this process. There are three excellent articles (one is mine and I
edited the judging one).
Next, view the related videos in the NMRA Video Library. At the top right of the home page, click on the small box
with an arrow (YouTube). Then, in the Search box, type … prototype model railroading (then activate). The first two videos are
a good start. Also, look over others that will help you with this
unique challenge.
The Journal Box

The Prototype Scene

Gather as much information, maps and pictures of the
selected scene you plan to model. Besides related books, Google
the prototype and various elements; and printout the critical features for your guidance and the evaluators (aka Judges). After
researching the real scene, select the piece you are going to model.

Spring 2022

Continued on following page...
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The Model Scene

Before submitting your application to the AP Divisional
Chairman,
(cc) AP Regional Chairman, it would be wise to have
Select the base size needed, purchase the materials, then
start constructing the general scenic area. For a backdrop, I sug- your work reviewed by someone else, either in-person or via
email. You can contact our web-master (see page 2 of the JB) for
gest a seamless photo, if not possible, shoot an even set of picthe email address of some fellow modelers who have the PM
tures to butt together. Then make a poster print(s) (Walgreens
certificate or an MMR who are committed (good word) to helpPhoto does a nice job) from your picture(s). Also consider
ing others (refer to the SSR website AP List). Photo Bob (our
rounding the corners of the display for the background. Mount
the straight part of the picture on Foam-Core with spray adhesive. web-guy) will contact the person(s) to see if it’s OK for this corNow comes the necessary structure(s) and related mod- respondence. Once permission is granted, email several pictures
and info for their review. Continue the exchange until the review
els. The scratchbuilt and super-detailed models can be used tois completed. Listen to their constructive viewpoints to improve
ward other certificates.
your scene. Critical opinions are important since this advice will
increase your score as a skilled craftsman.
The Paperwork
A major item is making sure you have all the documenOthers have achieved this unique certificate (in my case
tation that is called for. Label and number all the photos, correI
was
the
first in the NER) … you can too.
sponding maps and information related to the Requirements,
SOQ and Eval Form so it is crystal clear to the evaluators what
Editor’s note: In the author’s picture, you’ll notice Michael is
they are reading compares to the display they are looking at.
riding in LV 112. If you look closely, that same unit appears elseReview
where in this issue! Can you find it?

Mike’s Brooklyn Eastern District Terminal (BEDT) display appearance and his paperwork being evaluated by two judges, Walter
Newman and Fred Mac Gown. Note the background picture with rounded corners, mounted on foam-core. The display also won
Second Place at a Northeast Regional Convention.
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The car would move through the
waybill card locations until being returned
to the main yard (in the originating shed).

Contributor
Ken Farnham, MRR

Another Car Card System for
Operations
Moving my model railroad from
inside my home into two utility sheds
meant that another card system needed to
be developed.
With the two sheds separated, a
building code requirement, and being in
the Florida heat, air conditioning would be
wasted with the opening of the doors to
move conventional car cards between the
two buildings.

For the train crew, they would
have a folder that would include the blank
waybill cards with the TYPE of car to be
delivered. Each waybill card would have
the delivery location. And the crew would
be able to choose which car on their train
to deliver if several of the same TYPE of
car was in the consist.

I developed the waybill card system which did not require the card being
moved between the two buildings.
Here is how it works. Each operation session I would print 3x5 index cards
for the cars to be delivered. Each train
would be classified in the yard using a
yard blocking card. The yard blocking card
would have the total number of cars required for a given train using the TYPE of
cars to be included in the consist.

The blocking order would give
the yard crew a listing of what train would
be classified for departure and the car
TYPES to include. Once the train was
blocked the train would leave the yard (in
the smaller shed) moving through the
RRunnel (a connecting pipe with twin
tracks) to the railroad’s layout for the cars
to be delivered.

The Journal Box

Once at the delivery location the
waybill card would be filled in with the
reporting marks and the day of delivery.
The card would then be placed at the location of the delivery with the car.
The waybill card would list which
train would handle the car and the destination of the movement. Once moved by the
sequenced train, that train would list the
date the car was moved.

Spring 2022

With the last train moving the car
to the main yard the waybill card would be
placed in the train’s holder and the sequence for that car is finished.
The car is in the yard and ready to
be classified into another train by its car
type.
Because this Waybill Card System rotates through different car types it is
seldom the same car would retrace the
same route it just completed.
The advantage with this Waybill
Card System is if a car is not moved during
the next session it does not effect the current session. No waybill needs to be rotated at the end of each session as it might in
other methods.
The index cards can be easily
designated using an excel program and
printed for each session along with the
blocking orders for the yard. During each
session only the cars to be delivered would
require a waybill card.

Editors Note: This system
really does work well. In fact, the
late Bruce Notman and I coat-tailed
a system for our club based off this;
inspired –by but radically-different.
I’ll detail it in a future issue, space
permitting!
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Off
The Wire

...Late, breaking news to be writing into
the flimsies and passed to the crews...
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Contributor

The scenery had to be light and strong, and Suggested steps for using this methwe wanted to continue operations through- od for hard shell and rock castings:
Eric Menger
out (no long periods of track coverage/
removal/replacement).
1. Have all materials handy – nitrile
Here’s how we did it (hope you
gloves, cheap plastic gloves, plastic
find a nugget or two of helpful inforcups, stir sticks, clear plastic sheet,
mation):
rags.
2. Pour equal parts of Smooth Cast 300
non-expanding urethanes in 2 plastic
STEP 1: Hardshell Forms and Rock
The WBRR Salmon River
cups (mix 1:1). Mix well in larger cup.
Castings:
3.
Drizzle mix over the previously preProject
pared rock castings. Spread to crevices
with gloved hands.
•
First,
we
researched
Colorado
rivers
For those who may have missed
4.
Immediately mix the Reynolds Foamand streams and hung color photos
our scenery clinic at the SSR Convention
It (see catalog) on top of the Smooth
near the scene we were building.
in Plant City October 14-16, 2021, here is
Cast rock mold. Spread out over entire
a short synopsis. Three Western Bay Rail- • Next, we built the hardshell: we used
rock mold using clear plastic (not celthe Joel Bragdon/Steve Decker georoad (WBRR) club members presented a
lophane – too flimsy) to keep it within
desic foam scenery construction…
45-minute overview of how we made a
the rock mold perimeter.
light and strong. You can find
Colorado Rocky Mountain landscape for
5. Wait about 5 minutes – carefully peel
YouTube videos on the subject or
our O-scale narrow gauge railroad. We
the rock mold away while still warm
purchase the DVD by Tom Miller
included our method for hard shell, rock
to the touch, leaving the plastic in
which covers these steps in video decastings, coloring, detailing, a unique waplace.
tail.
ter method for a downhill rushing river,
6. As the Smooth Cast + Foam-It was
• Then, we poured many rock castings
and how to build the resulting trestle for
setting up, carry over to the scenic
using commercial rubber molds:
the trains to navigate the gap.
location for placement. Have the hot
One of our main goals was to
glue gun ready and heated.
honor the late Tom Salmon, a WBRR crew Preparation:
7. Once the rock casting has set, peel the
member who initially had the idea for this
plastic away and trim (sturdy scissors)
mountain river scene but passed away beA mold release was applied to the
and or adjust the casted rock before
fore it could be completed. The river we
rock molds and allowed to dry for 24
hot gluing it in place.
had to build was a steep (up to 70 degree) hours. For mold release, we used
downhill river with rapids simulating Col- Bragdon’s “Magic Bullet” product – plus
orado snow melt in keeping with our mod- white lacquer spray paint. Then the rock
Continued on next page...
el railroad’s operating date of June 12,
molds were sprayed with white lacquer
1939. The project also had to “fill the gap” paint on top of the mold release. We
between two mostly finished scenery sec- poured the castings using Smooth Cast 300
tions, including the access hatches (popand Foam-It casting urethanes.
ups) before, during, and after construction.

The Journal Box
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Placing the rock castings:
The rock castings were hot glued
to the hard-shell base. We used “Dust Off”
pressurized keyboard cleaner held upside
down and sprayed on the areas to be glued.
This speeded up the cooling time of the hot
glue when needed (see online videos of
Bragdon method). We also used nitrile
“examination” gloves to keep from being
burned by the hot glue…they were somewhat successful! Had to double up on the
gloves!
ALWAYS test track clearance
along the way BEFORE the scenery gets
too hard. We used our homemade clearance gauge and largest MOW equipment.
We used lots of acrylic gesso,
spackling, SculptaMold, or whatever
worked to blend the rock castings together
getting them ready for paint. It’s best to
spray “wet water” on the rock castings
before working in the SculptaMold, etc.

and really make them pop.
Now, you can start adding details
like trees, bushes, weeds, grass, and rocks
(rubble). This is all a matter of taste but
remember to have your prototype photos
nearby to assist in finding the right look.
We used white glue to secure most scenery
materials, sometimes diluted, sometimes
straight from the bottle.
We added lots of details like the
mule skinner, wild animals, etc., plus went
STEP 2: Painting and Scenery De- back weeks later and added color where
needed or found areas that needed more
tailing:
rock or other details. It is a great way to
We used inexpensive acrylic paint get your “right brain” in gear!
that was diluted into a stain. It’s a trial-and
-error method; you can use scenery books
to see what others have used. Once mixed, Step 3: Building the River (w/
it should be tested to see if you need more rapids and falls) and Trestle
color or more water. ALWAYS start lighter and add color as needed. It’s smart to let
To build the river, we decided to
a color/section dry overnight to see how it
form
it
at
the work bench then place the
looks. We used these colors diluted in
finished river on the layout. We used aluplastic containers; plus, straight titanium
white (lightly dry-brushed for highlights at minum foil to form the basic shape over
the end). Not shown in the photo, but we
the already completed “dry” riverbed. This
also used Bragdon “Black Shadow” temwas double ply for added strength.
pera to bring out the cracks and crevices
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The riverbed (aluminum foil) had
a layer of hard shell added over it. Double
ply screen was hot glued to the aluminum
formed riverbed. Then, two-part
‘Hardshell’ (polyurethane foam) was
squeegeed into the screen. We used Reynolds “Foam-It” Rigid Polyurethane Foam
(an expanding urethane product that is
available by calling (800) 328-8786
(Orlando, Florida)). Note that the cradle
shown was built to hold the riverbed. This
was to allow working the riverbed later
when we poured the “water.” You can pick
the whole thing up (it only weighs about
two pounds) by grasping the bottom piece
of 1/2” inch foam base.
When the hardshell was completed for the riverbed, it was removed from
the aluminum foil and test fit in place at
the scene. After several test fits and plenty
of cutting and snipping, the basic hardshell
was ready for details and coloring.
Continued on next page...

The Journal Box

The Riverbed
We first added additional boulders and some small rocks for
detail. Before any coloring was done, we needed to ‘prime’ the casting
(s) with Acrylic Gesso. This blended everything together. You can
find gesso at Hobby Lobby or online. When dry, colors and stains
were added the same as with the surrounding scenery. More adjusting
was done to get the riverbed to blend in well, including using a heat
gun to get it to settle down better. When we were happy with the look,
it was time to add the “water.”

The Water
This is what we used to make the water.
It’s called “Crystal Clear” Series Water Clear
Casting Resin and its available from Smooth-On,
Inc. You can find them online at:
www.smooth-on.com
We used the cradle to make the pours,
using an actual line level to keep the casting level.
As the resin hardened, we could see if we needed
additional pours, or coloring.

We made another dry fit after some water and foam (white caps) had been added…and as noted, most was done on the work bench!
Angel hair and aquarium filter material was used to add the frothy look. Pictures of the real thing were always nearby. The cradle
came in handy to move the water layers to where we wanted them during pouring.
Continued on next page...

Want to stay in touch with fellow modelers? Can’t find
the Yahoo group? Join up with your fellow SSRs via
this new contact group moderated by Richard Webster.
sunshineregion groups.io Group

The Journal Box
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Making the Final Fit
We added more gesso and caulk to fill in the cracks and errors,
then more aquarium filter material and angel hair. Boulders, rocks (which
we call rubble) were added all over the riverbanks and secured with diluted
white glue. Care was taken not to let it get on the water. We used Envirotex
or 5-minute epoxy in many areas of the river. The epoxy is good for touchup. It is pricey but for small areas it works great! It was also used to build up
the water on the Salmon River, until it started to look right.
Then, more details were added, plus trees and greenery.

The piers and bents were dry fitted in, but the
river scene was STILL incomplete because the trestle
itself needed to be built! We used copper clad ties glued
to the wood with epoxy to make the bridge ties (8 x 8).
We soldered the copper clad bridge ties to the rails, on
the work bench. In this way, the ties on top keep the
track in gauge. They were removed later once we were
calling it “done” on the river detailing.
The final piers and bents were placed by gluing to the crossbeams under the track and shimming as
necessary when level. Guard rails were added to protect
against trains falling into the river in case of a derailment. The running rails are code 83 and the guard rails
(on the outside per D&RGW/RGS practice) are code
70.

Continued, as always, on the next page...

The Journal Box wants to share your Thoughts! Photos! How-tos! How-nots!
If you have anything that can help me burn white space, please don’t hesitate to contact me, Robert Raymond, at…

RobertRaymond@bellsouth.net
We pay a generous royalty of NOTHING except the prestige of seeing your words and images here in print. Don’t
delay! Our next deadline* is May 15th!
*Deadline does not apply to Ski Guzowski
Page 12
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At this point we were “done” with the project and were able to run some trains over the
new bridge and riverbed!

Finally, Micro Engineering “micro”
spike were added for detail, though
the strength was provided by the copper-clad 8”x 8” scale ties.

Photo credits: Al Sohl, MMR (superintendent of the Western Bay Railroad), Richard Webster and Eric Menger
Please visit our website: https://westernbayrailroad.org

The Journal Box
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Rolling Hot
Michael Collins’
Lehigh Valley RR
After 41 years, the 20th Anniversary Convention Car,
Sunshine Region #1980, rides again (Refer to the JB Winter 2021
Issue).
This time, the (HO) Covered Hopper is found on the
New York Harbor – Lehigh Valley Railroad * (NMRA Registered / located in Pembroke Pines, FL) in the Bronx.
What the @#$%&* is it doing there?
It’s on consignment, delivering peanuts from Georgia to
one of Planters Peanut facilities.
#1980 is parked and waiting for delivery near Patriots
Plaza. In this area is REX Freight, locomotive servicing, a control
tower and the Super’s Office.

SSR 1980 in yellow, along with a load of packaged Collins Pine and other freight are riding car float #56, pulled by tugboat Bethlehem, coming from New Jersey, and passing under the
Madison Avenue Bridge on the Harlem River.

Locomotive 157 is positioning 1980 over the drophatches used by Planters & Pillsbury via a selector valve and vacuum system to their plants. These two companies are not pictured but just to the other side of the road. Tomorrow the empty
will head back to NJ and onward to its next destination and assignment (follow its journey in the JB).
*See the JB Winter 2020, NMRA mag. Nov. 2018 and YouTube
(search) Michael Collins model railroad (12 videos).
At the 149th St. NYHRR-LV Terminal, the float bridge
has been leveled with the car float, pinned and tied. After securing, an SW1 (former LV #112) with a reach-car is pulling a string
of cars as part of the unloading procedure.
Note the transfer caboose on the bridge spur that was in
the JB Summer & Winter 2021 editions.
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Editor’s Note: If you’d like to see #1980 tour your layout for all
the Journal Box railfans, contact me at
RobertRaymond@bellsouth.net and we’ll make arrangements to
forward the car to your pike!
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